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Abstract. This paper deals with the problem of multiple robot control systems, as a main component of the control of flexible 

manufacturing systems problem. First step was the establishing of the inter-process communication between both server (a V+ 

operating system running controller) and client sides (a windows OS running computer). The inter-process communication 

allowed a full control of robots using a unique client application. The model is brought to application through a four robots 

manufacturing cell. The inter-process communication is made via Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE). A client application is 

developed using C# language presenting a user interface (UI). This UI offers several functionalities including a teaching monitor 

and a sequences’ editor. 

Keywords: Industrial robots; V+ language; Dynamic Data Exchange; multi-agent system; ADEPT Robots. 

 

1  INTRODUCTION 

Robotics applications are becoming more and more essential in the industrial context. It provides enormous benefits and 
prominent competitive advantage for industrial companies. Due to its ease of production times control and its precision in tasks’ 
execution, the use of industrial robots’ arms in the field of manufacturing is taking place. However, the control of such devices 
and the providing of a better efficiency in tasks’ execution is a wide field of investigation. Although several authors have been 
interested in different data processing and its role in inducing robot’s behavior, such as vision systems [1, 2, 11] and torque/force 
sensors[12, 13], few of them have given attention to the interaction between software components and its role in optimizing the 
control of robotic cells. 

As it is known, communication between a personal computer running a win32 platform and a robot’s controller running 

another operating system needs communication protocol and condition-event logic to allow the user to have a total control over 

the cell from a simple user interface. 

In this work, we aim to set up a software tool providing integrated environment for controlling 4 robotic arms and editing and 

running tasks’ sequences for each of them. To achieve this goal, inter-process communication between different operating 

systems (win32 platform and V+ operating system) is developed to allow reliable dataflow in request/send data logic. 

 

2 DDE CONTROL PROTOCOL – V+ KERNEL IMPLEMENTATION 

The Communication between a robot’s controller and a personal computer has taken several shapes through different similar 

works. Means and resources available at the time of implementation of such communication plays a key role in the techniques and 

methods used. Several authors used Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) [3, 4, and 5] as long as the robot’s manufacturer provides 
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RPC servers and software facilities to allow such inter-process communication. Some other authors use an internal controller API 

based on COM technique to communicate with an internal robot communication runtime provided by the manufacturer [6]. The 

API uses sockets and the local TCP/IP stack towards controllers. 

This work is based on the model of control of industrial robot’s arm made by Mansour [7]. The inter-process communication 

in this model is based on Dynamic Data Exchange (DDE). Although superseded be newer technologies, such as OPC, DDE 

protocol remained widely used in exchanging data between different programs running on the same environment [3, 8] and on 

different environments [9]. Only few authors have used such protocol to control robots despite its proven reliability [10]. 

Communicating with V+ running controllers using DDE protocol remains a good technique given the availability of free software 

components: DDE servers on both PC and V+ environments provided by the manufacturer (Adept Technologies). Fig. 1 shows 

the DDE mechanism on Adept controllers. 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. DDE mechanism for Adept controllers 

 

The control of the robot’s arm is made through data exchange as shown in Fig. 2 [7]. DDE communication is achieved 

through two key elements (see Fig. 1): 

• A server application that acts as a link between the TCP/IP protocol and the DDE service (running as a task in the 
Windows environment): The application AdeptWindows DDE. 

• A V+ algorithm that transcripts data received via the Ethernet port into values, as well as sending variables (runs as a task 
on the controller’s operating system): V+ custom program (DDE.V2). 
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Fig. 2. Robot’s command architecture 

 

Exchanged data is an essential element for collecting data over robot’s status (position, speed …) as well as for sending 

instructions. 

Collecting data is made through simple DDE requests of variables carrying requested data. Adequate data is assigned to 

convenient variables using two ways:  

• Initial assignment while DDE variables are declared in the DDE server running on the controller. Even though, these 
variables are updated permanently considering a polling time defined by the user. For example, in the following V+ code, 
a variable named “monitor_speed” is assigned to the V+ function SPEED(1) which returns the actual speed of the robot. 
Such variable is updated every 1 second. 

 

 

 

 

 

• Assignment through condition-event program loops. In this case an auxiliary variable is used to trigger the assignment of 
the new value. 

Sending instructions is made through V+ programs running on the controller. These programs include infinite loops checking 

continuously several condition-event loops (if – then loops). Each loop is related to a given instruction as shown in Fig. 3 [7]. 
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Fig. 3. Flowchart of the operative part (running on the V+ system) 

 

Programs of the operative part run simultaneously on the controller’s processor and interact together along with the DDE 

server to achieve the control of robot’s motions and statuses by the final user. 

Four programs are developed using V+ language and ran simultaneously on the controller’s processor so that all required 

functions are accessible to the user:  

• P1 : consists of an infinite loop checking continuously if-then conditions triggering each one a defined function :  

o Opening the gripper. 

o Closing the gripper. 

o Changing monitor’s speed. 

o Receiving motion’s data (coordinates) and triggering the motion loop (P2). 

Below is an example of such if-then loops. The following loop is used to change monitor’s speed. 
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• P2: Consists also of an infinite loop waiting for a condition transferred from P1. In fact, in case of the if-then motion 

loop of P1 is triggered, coordinates of the destination are transferred and converted into a “point” type (V+ considers 

a special type for locations). Then, after checking the feasibility of the motion, a V+ “signal” (a special binary 

variable) triggers the starting of P2. P2 executes the movement and gives a feedback about the motion. Below, is the 

loop that receives coordinates and triggers the motion. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       IF var > 0 THEN 

 attach 

   SPEED var monitor 

 detach 

   TYPE "Speed has been set to", var 

   var = 0 

       END 

IF xx > 0 THEN 

 nloc[2]=1 

 for i=0 to 5 

  if (xx==i*2+1) or (xx==i*2+2) then 

   mcm[i]=xx*2-(i+1)*4+1 

  else 

   mcm[i]=0 

  end 

  Type " ",mcm[i] 

 end 

 SET point = TRANS(loc[0]+mcm[0]*yy, loc[1]+mcm[1]*yy, loc[2]+mcm[2]*yy, loc[3]+mcm[3]*yy, 

loc[4]+mcm[4]*yy, loc[5]+mcm[5]*yy) 

  IF INRANGE(point) == 0 THEN 

         nloc[1]=0 

            SIGNAL 2001 

            WAIT NOT SIG(2001) 

  ELSE 

  nloc[1]=1 

  xx=0 

  END 

         for i=0 to 5 

    mcm[i]=0 

  END 

END 
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The following V+ algorithm represents the main part of P2. 

 

 
 

• P3: Consists of several nested loops allowing the reading of edited motions by the user (pseudo-code) and their 

execution as long as sending continuously feedback about robot’s status (speed, position, gripper status, skipped 

motions, motions’ incertitude, …). A brief description is given in Fig. 5. 

• P4: Is the DDE server algorithm. It consists of several sub-functions interacting together in order to achieve the 

transcription of data received from the TCP/IP protocol and sending data in a recognizable form (DDE protocol).  

 

3 CONTROL TOOL DEVELOPMENT (.NET) 

 

The control model presented above is extended to the control of a whole flexible manufacturing cell. Fig. 4 shows the layout 

of the considered manufacturing cell.  

 

 

Fig. 4. Layout of the implementation cell 

 

The considered cell includes four industrial robots’ arms which are the following: 

• Adept Cobra 600. 

• Adept One. 

• 2  Stäubli RX 60 

WHILE 1 DO 

  WAIT SIG(2001) 

  attach 

move point 

  detach 

  xx=0 

  SIGNAL -2001 

END 
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Both Adept robots are SCARA robots having 4 axes. Stäubli robots have 6. The cell comprises other elements such as 
conveyor belts, cameras … 

The developed software was designed to allow the user the following features for each of the four robots’ arms:  

• Moving the robot’s arm to desired locations using an MCP-like (Manual Control Pendant) utility. 

• Saving position to database. 

• Editing and running sequences of actions including: 

o Moving to already saved positions 

o Opening/closing the gripper 

o Waiting 

o Changing speed 

The software allows the user to choose the number of times a sequence should be ran. This feature has been implemented 
using two separate algorithms one on the server side (pc) the other on the client side (V+ system). The two algorithms 
communicate using DDE variables in the same logic of condition-event loops. Due to the difference of processors’ speed between 
the computer and the robot’s controller an adequate synchronization is incorporated. Fig. 5 shows a schematic representation of 
the communication between these two algorithms. 

 

Fig. 5. Communication between “control” and “operative” algorithms 

 

Considered data in Fig. 5 are as follows: 

• Initial data : Number of cycles, number of actions per cycle 

• Trigger data : Boolean variable (for each trigger event) 

• Action’s data : Type of action and related data for each : 

o Move : destination’s ordinates 

o Open/Close (Boolean) 

o Wait : delay 

o Change speed : new speed 

• “action finished” data : Boolean variable 
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The whole system is implemented through developed software in C# language using Visual Studio 2010. The UI (Fig. 6) 
integrates all the features discussed above. 

 

 

Fig. 6. User interface 

 

An Oracle database has been integrated to the software so the user can save edited sequences for further use. Those sequences 
generally correspond to a given product treatment. More precisely, the sequences are manufacturing operations that could derive 
from an ERP. 

 

4 CONCLUSION 

 
In this work, we’ve been interested in the implementation of a software tool allowing the edition of manufacturing sequences 

subsequently to teaching the robot. To accomplish this aim, an adequate combination of algorithmic structures had to be 
employed in order to guarantee efficient data transmission and synchronization between both operative and control parts which 
run different operating systems. Inter-process communication was made using Dynamic Data Exchange and it proved its 
reliability in our context. The built system has a satisfying robustness (no failures in data exchange). 

Further researches may be directed towards linking a production scheduling algorithm to the existing system so that managing 
already saved sequences would be such that it optimizes a given criterion. Another research axis may be the integration of a real 
time kernel so that synchronization between tasks assigned to different robots will be guaranteed. 
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